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Software Updates: Overview

What Is an Update?

A software update brings your deployed software up-to-date with the latest compatible software. Updates are 
performed by running the same tools as were run during the initial deployment. You might determine that your 
software needs updating or you might be notified by SAS that updates are available.

Applying Updates

Updates are applied to the deployed software environment. Updates are used to get the environment’s software 
to the latest version.

n If you used an Ansible playbook for your initial installation, you should use Ansible to apply updates.

n Using Ansible also enables you to modify the deployment type.

n If you used yum for your initial installation, you can update with yum.

n If you have mirrored your software, you need to create a new mirror for the updated software.

Note: After an update, any user modified configuration values are maintained, provided you made the changes 
in vars.yml as documented For more information see Modify the vars.yml File in the SAS Viya: Deployment 
Guide..

http://documentation.sas.com/#/?docsetId=dplyml0phy0lax&docsetVersion=3.2&docsetTarget=n07dtow6n4ml1an13v28dstbkfd4.htm&docsetTargetAnchor=n1knvzbsifo9xqn1al0bh7wxrrkg&locale=en


Software Updates: How To

List Installed Software

Use the following command to list the names and versions of all RPM packages of SAS Viya software that are 
installed on a machine:

rpm -qg SAS

TIP SAS must be uppercase.

Here is a partial example of output from this command:

sas-sasstudio-4.1.0-20160908.191524914300.x86_64
sas-postgres-v.03-rpm-1-1.noarch
sas-tkformats-03.02.00-20160908.024654233236.x86_64
sas-crsmtpsrvc-01.02.00-20160908.033738442562.x86_64
sas-tksecuressh-03.02.00-20160908.030609706667.x86_64
sas-crsnetsoc-01.02.00-20160908.033410686906.x86_64
sas-tkjava-03.02.00-20160908.032159834469.x86_64
sas-analyticcmn-03.02.00-20160908.031924082165.x86_64
sas-tk-03.02.00-20160908.034543591655.x86_64
sas-crsparse-01.02.00-20160908.034605922715.x86_64
sas-securedom-03.02.00-20160908.035403591482.x86_64
sas-stoplisthdat-01.00.00-20160908.031650232800.x86_64
sas-crssvm-01.02.00-20160908.025517513420.x86_64

List Yum Groups

Use the following command to list the SAS yum groups that are installed on a machine:

yum grouplist "SAS*"

Here is an example of output from this command. This list can vary based on the machine on which it is run.

Installed Groups:
   CAS for SAS Visual Analytics
   CAS for SAS Visual Forecasting
   SAS Data Connector to Hadoop
   SAS Data Connector to ODBC
   SAS Data Connector to Oracle
   SAS Data Connector to PC Files
Available Groups:
   SAS Foundation
   SAS Foundation for SAS Visual
 Forecasting
   SAS/ACCESS Interface to Hadoop
   SAS/ACCESS Interface to PC Files
   SAS/CONNECT

List Available Software Updates

Use the following command to list the available updates for all software on a machine:
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yum check-update

Use the following command to list the available updates for SAS software only:

yum check-update --disablerepo='*' --enablerepo='sas-*'

Here is a partial example of output from this command:

sas-spawnercfg.x86_64     03.03.00-20161108.233205556768     sas-va-8
sas-stoplisthdat.x86_64   01.01.00-20161108.233526727560     sas-va-8
sas-textmine.x86_64       03.03.00-20161108.234300600680     sas-mchnlrng-8
sas-tkaa.x86_64           03.03.00-20161108.233224262983     sas-mchnlrng-8
sas-tkaacas.x86_64        03.03.00-20161108.233547138963     sas-statviya-8

About Applying Software Updates

To apply software updates, you must have administrator privileges for the machine. In addition, your account 
must have superuser (sudo) access. To verify sudo user privileges, run the command: sudo –v or sudo –l.

There are two ways to install SAS Viya: either with an Ansible playbook or yum. A software update brings your 
deployed software up-to-date with the latest compatible software. Updates are performed by running the same 
tools as were run during the initial deployment. For multiple-machine deployments, Ansible is the preferred tool 
for installing and updating software. Update instructions for both Ansible and yum are given below.

Updates are typically applied using your existing software order. However, there are cases where an update can 
be applied with a new software order.

Apply Software Updates

Overview

Updates are performed by using the same command as you used for installing SAS Viya, using the same order 
and the same playbook. This updates all software to the latest version, unless you have a mirrored repository. If 
you have mirrored your repository, then it updates to the state of the mirror. If you want the latest software, you 
need to update your mirror.

If you use the Ansible playbook to update your environment, the process backs up the following files:

CAS
- /opt/sas/viya/home/SASFoundation/cas.settings
- /opt/sas/viya/confiig/etc/cas/default/casconfig.lua
- /opt/sas/viya/confiig/etc/cas/default/cas.hosts

Object Spawner
- /opt/sas/viya/confiig/etc/spawner/default/spawner.cfg

SAS/CONNECT
- /opt/sas/viya/confiig/etc/sysconfig/connect/default/sas-connect

HTTPD (programming only deployments)
- /etc/httpd/conf.d/proxy.conf

User-modified files are not changed during the deployment process and thus are safe from change during 
updates. If changes have been made to the *_deployment.* files (for example, casconfig_deployment.lua), these 
changes are lost. If changes are made to the deployment files, back up the files and update the vars.yml file that 
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is a part of your playbook to contain the needed changes. SAS recommends keeping the vars.yml updated with 
changes when possible to streamline the update process.

Apply Updates with Ansible

When performing an update, run the same command and options for the update that you ran when you did the 
initial deployment. For example, if you ran with options -e "sas_install_type=programming" for your 
initial deployment, then when you perform an update, you would run the same command with options –e 
"sas_install_type=programming". For more information see Deploy the Software in the SAS Viya: 
Deployment Guide.

Update Ansible Playbooks

If updates are needed in the Ansible Playbook, a new SOE is sent for the same products with a new playbook. 
The following steps can be used to save and apply the new playbook.

1 Extract the new playbook to /install/sas/. You need to extract the new playbook to a different location 
because of the following reasons:

n Preserve the hosts, host_local, and vars.yml files.

n Make sure that the playbook directory correctly reflects what is delivered. If extracting a new playbook 
over an existing one, files that were removed in the newer playbook would still be available and could 
impact time researching and resolving deployment issues.

Here is an example of the commands that can be used to extract the new playbook.

export SAS_UNIQUE_ID=<user entered unique id>
export SAS_VIYA_ORDER_NUM=<order number from soe>
export SAS_VIYA_SHIP_EVENT=<ship event from soe>
mkdir -p sas_viya_$SAS_VIYA_ORDER_NUM\_$SAS_VIYA_SHIP_EVENT\_$SAS_UNIQUE_ID
tar -xf SAS_Viya_playbook.tgz -C sas_viya_$SAS_VIYA_ORDER_NUM\_$SAS_VIYA_SHIP_EVENT\_$SAS_UNIQUE_ID

2 Merge the vars.yml and hosts.yml files from the previous deployment into the new playbook. Here is an 
example of the commands that can be used to merge the two playbooks.

diff sas_viya_playbook\vars.yml sas_viya_$SAS_VIYA_ORDER_NUM\_$SAS_VIYA_SHIP_EVENT\_$SAS_UNIQUE_ID\
sas_viya_playbook/vars.yml
** merge vars.yml as needed in sas_viya_$SAS_VIYA_ORDER_NUM\_$SAS_VIYA_SHIP_EVENT\_$SAS_UNIQUE_ID **
diff sas_viya_playbook\hosts sas_viya_$SAS_VIYA_ORDER_NUM\_$SAS_VIYA_SHIP_EVENT\_$SAS_UNIQUE_ID\
sas_viya_playbook/hosts
** merge hosts as needed sas_viya_$SAS_VIYA_ORDER_NUM\_$SAS_VIYA_SHIP_EVENT\_$SAS_UNIQUE_ID **

It is recommended that you compare the two files since there could be additions or changes in the newer set 
of files.

n If there is new content in the new file, then merge your original edits into the file.

n If a key/value pair that was edited in the older file is not in the new file, then there is a good chance that 
this is not needed in the new file.

n If there is any question about a key/value pair from an older file needing to be in the new file, please 
contact SAS Tech Support.

3 Change to the directory where the new playbook is located.

cd sas_viya_
$SAS_VIYA_ORDER_NUM/_
$SAS_VIYA_SHIP_EVENT/_
$SAS_UNIQUE_ID/sas_viya_playbook/

Then run the following command:
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ansible-playbook -i hosts site.yml

Apply Updates with Yum

If you used yum to install a single machine programming interface, then you can use yum to apply all available 
updates to SAS Viya software on that machine.

1 Stop all of the SAS services on the machine by running the following command:

sudo service sas-viya-all-services stop

2 To update all SAS Viya software on the machine, run the following command:

sudo yum update "@SAS*" "@CAS*" "sas-*"

You must run this command to update any external software applications on which the groups depend.

3 At the prompt Is this ok, review the available updates and then enter y.

4 Restart the services that are installed on the machine. These would include the CAS controller, a SAS object 
spawner, and SAS Studio. You must also start SAS/CONNECT if it is included in your deployment.

To restart all of the SAS services on the machine, run the following command:

sudo service sas-viya-all-services start

If the CAS controller fails to start because of a permission denied error, then you need to navigate 
to /opt/sas/viya/config/data/cas/default/referenceData, delete the files, and then start the 
CAS controller again.

5 Repeat these steps on each machine in the deployment.

Modify the Deployment Type

Overview

The deployment type (that is, programming, visual, or full) can be modified by adding additional options during 
an update. Modifying the deployment type is run with the current playbook using the existing host and vars.yml 
file. This updates all software to the latest version.

The following deployment modification scenarios are supported:

n visual to a full deployment

n programming to a full deployment

When modifying from a programming to a full deployment, you need to reference the deployment guide to 
complete the configuration for the visual piece of the deployment. For more information see Manual 
Configuration Tasks in the SAS Viya: Deployment Guide.

If you want to add more hosts, you need to view the prerequisites in the SAS Viya: Deployment Guide.

When you deploy the programming only interface, SAS Studio is accessible on port 7080. However, when 
upgrading from a programming only to a full deployment, SAS Studio uses a dynamically assigned port.

Deployment Modification Commands

The following options can be specified in the Ansible command line:

n only the visual interface, including SAS Environment Manager and CAS:

-e "sas_install_type=visual"
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n deploy only the programming interface, including CAS, SAS Foundation, and SAS Studio.

-e "sas_install_type=programming"

When you deploy the programming interface, SAS Studio uses port 7080.

n deploy the full set of interfaces:

-e "sas_install_type=all"

All is the default if no option is specified.

Software Updates: Reference

For more information about yum, including documentation for yum commands, see http://yum.baseurl.org.
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